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Pro CSS3 AnimationApress, 2012

	Pro CSS3 Animation will teach you how to use fresh new CSS3 syntax to fully utilize this exciting tool for web design. Using cutting-edge industry standards and drawing on best practices for animation, you will learn how to apply CSS3 animation to transform and bring your page content to life.


	
		CSS3 is the...
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Responsive Media in HTML5Packt Publishing, 2014

	Learn effective administration of responsive media within your website or CMS system using practical techniques


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to add images and videos to your site using responsive techniques such as sprites and JavaScript libraries
	
		Understand some of the pitfalls of creating...
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Building Node Applications with MongoDB and BackboneO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Build an application from backend to browser with Node.js, and kick open the doors to real-time event programming. With this hands-on book, you’ll learn how to create a social network application similar to LinkedIn and Facebook, but with a real-time twist. And you’ll build it with just one programming language:...
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Learning JavaScript, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2008

	
		If you're new to JavaScript, or an experienced web developer looking to improve your skills, Learning JavaScript provides you with complete, no-nonsense coverage of this quirky yet essential language for web development. You'll learn everything from primitive data types to complex features, including JavaScript...
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Enyo: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Learn how easy it is to design and build responsive, cross-platform apps with the Enyo open source JavaScript framework. With this hands-on book, Enyo contributor Roy Sutton shows you how to get started with the framework’s core object-oriented features, including its modular design, reusable and extensible components, layout...
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Responsive Web Design by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2013

	Responsive web design is one of the most discussed topics on web, and a very demanding feature for today's websites. It lets the website to adapt in difference viewport sizes nicely. But, if you think that building a responsive website is hard, wait until you have finished this book.

	

	It will also show you how to use some...
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Yen & Jaffe's Reproductive Endocrinology: Physiology, Pathophysiology, and Clinical ManagementSaunders, 2013

	Yen Jaffe's Reproductive Endocrinology helps you successfully diagnose and manage the spectrum of female and male reproductive system diseases, from impaired fertility, infertility, and recurrent pregnancy loss through problems of sexual development, puberty, menstrual disturbances, fibroids, endometriosis, and reproductive aging....
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WPF Programmer's Reference: Windows Presentation Foundation with C# 2010 and .NET 4Wrox Press, 2010

	Build effective user interfaces with Windows Presentation Foundation


	Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is included with the Windows operating system and provides a programming model for building applications that provide a clear separation between the UI and business logic. Written by a leading expert on Microsoft...
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Beginning Ajax with ASP.NETWrox Press, 2006
Ajax has the power to revolutionize the way web-based applications are designed. This book provides you with a thorough working knowledge of what Ajax has to offer and how to take full advantage of it in your application development.
    

    Following an exploration of how Ajax works with .NET, you'll get acquainted with DHTML, the...
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Programming the Mobile WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		With the second edition of this popular book, you’ll learn how to build HTML5 and CSS3-based apps that access geolocation, accelerometer, multi-touch screens, offline storage, and other features in today’s smartphones, tablets, and feature phones. The market for mobile apps continues to evolve at a breakneck pace, and...
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Smart Polymers and their Applications (Woodhead Publishing in Materials)Woodhead Publishing, 2014

	Smart polymers are polymers that respond to different stimuli or changes in the environment. Smart Polymers and their Applications reviews the types, synthesis, properties, and applications of smart polymers.


	Chapters in part one focus on types of polymers, including temperature-, pH-, photo-, and enzyme-responsive polymers....
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Computer Programming for Beginners and Cybersecurity: The Ultimate Manual to Learn step by step how to Professionally Code and Protect Your Data. This Book includes: Python, Java, C++ & CybersecurityIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	
		Are you looking for the right Guide to improve your technical skills in programming and cybersecurity?

	
		Would you like to start your own business or look for a job with better knowledge in computer programming and data protection?

	
		Would you like to be sure to have in your hands a manual...
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